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Bista, Dor Bahatlur
Fatalism anti Dc\'c!opmcnt: Ncpal's Strul.:glc for Modcrnization. Calcutta: Orient Longman Limited,
1991. IX7 pages. Price IC Rs. 150.
Why Nepal remains undercle\eloped in spite of O\'er four decades of attempts at development and in spite
of the massive infusion of foreign aid into the country is an issue that has yet to be satisfactorily answered,
Writers who have in the past tried to prO\'ide an e\planation for this situation have done so by looking at the
economic structure in which Nepal is elnbedded Authors like Chailanya Mishra in Development and
Ullderdeveloplll(,lI!: .·1 }'n:IIIIIIJlIIIT .)'oc}(}log/(ol l'enpec!II'e (I'.lX·n. David Seddon in Nepal: A State of
1'0\'('1'1.1' (I 9X7) and Piers Blakie and D:I\id Seddon in .Nepal iJi (·ri.l/s (1'.l1\O) h<l\'e attempted to explain the
underdevelopment of Nepal by looking :It the region,d and \lorld capitalist conditions and how the Nepalese
state through history has been modified by these processes. A recenl book by Dor Bahadur Bista entitled
Fatalism and DeveloplIIl.'IIL .\'epal 's S!rllgglejiJl' .l/odel'lI/za!ioll. hO\\'e\'er. marks a radical departure from
these earlier attempts by identi(\'ing Nep:d's lack ofde\elopnlenl not in economic stmcture but in the dominant
cultural values that arc embedckd in Nepalese societ\' Bista argues in this book that it is the "culture of
fatalism" (p.2) manifested as Bahul1ism \Ihich is Ihe I1win impedimel1t to development in NepaL
An ethnographer by training. Bist,1 is no slranger to problems \'e\i ng cOl1temporary Nepalese society. As
one of the founders of the Sociolog\' ami Anthropology Departmel1t at Tribhuvan University and as the first
Professor of Anlhropology in NepaL Bista has been rightly ,lckno\\ledged as the "father of anthropology" in
this country The first book by Prof Bista. I'eople ojXepol. has been one of the most widely read books in
this country. If this book had been primariI\ an ethnographic account of different ethnic communities
inhabiting NepaL Fa!alil/llond /)el'elo/JllIeJl! ad\'al1ces into anthropology proper b~' discussing critically the
e\'olution of Nepalese societ~' and Ihe different cultural \:dnes that h:I\'e molded il.
Fa/aI/Sill and Developlllen! is di\ided into eight chapters including the conclusion. The section before
the first chapter. entitled simply Introduction. is probably the most important part of the book, although the
author docs not present it as a sep,lrate chapter The major thesis of Ihe book. ie. the culture of fatalism, is
introduced here. This section also COnUlll1Sthe major arguments oflile author. which arc outlined in broad
terms. In facl. the rest of the book could be regarded as all elaboralion and a Justification of the statement
forwarded in this section By identif\ing :Indthen Ju\taposing \\h:lt he cdls "alien caste culture" (read
Bahunism) with the "indigenous eg;t1ltan:ln cnltllre." thiS sectioll orten reads like a manifesto against
Bahunism.
The first chapter of Faudislll and De\eloplnent prm'ides general inform,llion on Nepal. including a brief
regional description of the ethnic heritage :Ind an o\'el\ie\\ on Nep:t1ese history. The second chapter focuses
on Nepal's social organi/ation lllooks at the role of caste and religion in greater depth. and also discusses
the relationshi p bel\\een castc and class. elhnic groupi ngs. kinship structure and gender relations in Nepalese
society. The diagrallls (p. ·n) \\hidl shO\\ representations of different \ie\\s of caste in Nepal arc especially
interesting. and could prO\'ide insights into the structure of Nepalese society. The third chapter looks at family
and socialization practices The fourth chapter discusses \:dues and personalil~' factors In particular, it
concentrates on psycho-social factors. Lilalislll. temporal oriellultion. dependency. collectivism and achieve-
ment motivation This chapler also c1aborales on tile concepts of I/jiw I11I7I/cheand cha/.;ari. The fifth chapter
on politics and go\,ertlment re\ie\\s this topic in liglll of cultuJ<t1 pecliliarities elucidated in the previous t\\'o
chapters. The sixth chapter docs the sallie \\ith reference to education. The se\'enlh chapter on foreign aid
and de\'eloplllent describes pr:lctices In Ihe fOrtllltialion and distribution of foreign aid in Nepal. The final
chaptcr discusscs how various ethnic groups \lInch arc no\\ umkrrepresenled in the gO\'erIlmenl could make
potential contributions to Nepal's de\'Cloplllenl. ;lIld inlhe process also ensure a viable national identity This
is the logical conclusion that follows from the premises laid dO\\Il in the first part of the book.
The central thesis of this book, thaI il is;1 certain set of\alues (labeled here as the "culture offatalism")
that acts as the main obstacle to Nepal's development -- andlhe arguments provided to substantiate this
statement - arc evaluated in terms of its empirical validity, theorelical adequacy and policy-wise effectiveness
How valid empirically is the slatemenllhat Nepal remains underde\eloped due to the culture of fatalism"
Bcfore being able to evaluate this tenll empiricalh, it is necessary 10 kl\'C a definition of the term "culture of
fatalism." However, this most importalltterm \\hich is a key 10 understandi ng his whole argument is nowhere
dcflncd in cxact terms. The author docs prO\ide a definition oflhe single term, fatalismlhough. It is defined
as a bcliefthat one has no persolla I conI rol O\er one's Ii lCci rCUlllS(;jnces, \\h ich arc detenni nedt hrough a di\'i ne
or powcrful cxternal agency (p.~). From his usage oflhe term culture offatalisll1 in frequent conjunction with
karma, caste system, Bahunism, ete, we can only inrer that this cullure he is referring to, is something that
is peculiar to Hindu societies. Ho\\e\u, the bclierthal Olle has no personal control 0\'(1' lilC's circumstances
need not be specific to Hindu religious lhought It could be as lrue inlhe case ofa Muslim in Iran, a Buddhist
in Thailand, a Christian in the Philippines as 10 a Ilindu in Nepal. MoreO\er this orielltation is not limited
to Asian societies alonc. As any acquainl;lnce \lilh Ma\ Weber's \\OIks \\ill uwke clear. Cahinists, the
precursors of modern capilalists, strongly belle\ed in the idea ofpredestillalion. What docs the bcliefthat one
is predestined to e\'erlasting he;l\en or the e\'Cr!;lsling hell and lhal charit;lblc \lorks ;ne inconsequential to
this end, mcan other than falalism')
To prove his point the aUlhor also cOlllr;\sts Ihe dOlllin;llion of (;Ilalism In Nep;1I 10 lhe dominance of
cooperative values in Japan and Ne\lh IlIduSIII;II\/ed Coullliles (NICs), ;llld allnbllles the slIecess of these
countries and the failure of Nepal 10cullur;1I \;lIues speei lic 10 Ihose socielles II is ironical thatlhese counlries,
which were once regarded as incapable orlile de\elopmenl due 10 lheir dominance by Confucian values, have
now been notcd for their superb economic per!Ollnallce, \lhich has been allributed 10ConfUCian ethics, \\hich
emphasizes obedicnce to authority and lhe importance of the group O\er lhe indi\'idual (Alvin So, Il)l)() So
is Confucian ethics ultimatcly fa\or;lble or unfa\ or;lble \\ilh respeclto devclopmcnl'! It is \\clllO keep in mind
that an argument such as "a sociely rem;lins b;lch\;nd bec;nlse or the dominance of certain cullural v;lIues"
is an ex post facto argumenl. Unfortunalely, il can cuI both \\a\s.
Arc the arguments provided b~ the author Iheoretic;lIly adequ;lle') It is implicit in his arguments that it
is cultural values inslead of cconomic siruclllle llWl arc of primar\ impOrlance in acceleraling or retarding
development. Although Ihe aUlhor docs nol e\plicilly link the ide;ls he propounds here 10 speciric theories of
developmcnt, it is evident from his focus on cullural \;dues lh;)l il operales within tile model'lli;;llion paradigm,
a school which was prominent during the fillics and early si.\ties The ideas propounded by Bista hcre hme
strengths and weaknesscs in common \\ illl tile model'lli;;ltion school If its major strenglh consists in
visualizing social change as arising out 01';1 ch;ulge In cullural \;dues, ilS m;ljor \\eakness is that it O\erlooks
regional and global economic processes IIl;11h;l\e been ;dlcring the slruclure of Nepalese soeiet\' O\'er timc.
This is illustratcd in his arguments aboullile Ilindu c;lsle s~stem Since the caste syslem and the specific \\orld
view associated with it have been a producl of local sclf-sulliciency and the hereditar\ di\ision oflabor in thc
context ofthc Indian sub-continent ;uld the enforcemenl of a p;lrlicular civil code by an aUlhoritarian slate
structure in the Nepalese conle.\1. the processes tlWI reduce loed sel f-sufficiency, hereditary dl\'ision of labor
and the relative autonomy of the stale, consequently reduce the role of the caste system as \\ell To argue that
Bahun valucs have become more entrenclled in society in spite of regional and global cconolnic processes that
reduce state autonomy and in spite of the \\eakening of an authoritarian - patrimonial stale is to miss the
relationship betwcen structures and \,lIues altogelher.
Another theorctical weakness inherenl in tile culture ofralal ismtllesis is that the Iinkage between the major
variable and ils indicators, or in other \\ords tile relationship belween Bahunism and Bahuns, appears 10 be
weak and tenuous. Who is guillY of Bahunism') How IS it thai certain Bahuns arc guilty of B;II11mism whilc
others are not? Are certain ethnic groups, castes or classes appropriale indicalors of Bahunism" The main
problem wilh this type of approach \\Ilich defines a cerlain sel of v;I!ues as its major variable, is thaI such
variables do not have appropriale indicators, while the indicators in turn, cannot be specifically measurcd
What policy implications can be drawn from the author's argument and would these be effective? The
policy implication that can probabl~' be drawn is to reduce the current dominaIII values and to strengthen
indigenous ones that are now suppressed, How is one to go about changing the values of a particular society?
Where does one start from? The author unfortunately docs not discuss the mechanisms through which this
could be undertaken, Whether or not such policies would be effective is a different question altogether, and
can be gauged only after certain policies arc recommended by the author himself
One indirect implication of the author's argument is that the foreign aid community in Nepal is absolved
of the mistakes they may have conllnitted, Since it is the cultural values of the Nepalese themselves which is
the root problem, the blame for not doing sufficient to end the underdevelopment of Nepal rests squarely on
the shoulders of Nepalese, Nodoubtthis would make e,\patriate consultants, development e,\perts and advisors
feel comfortable in their respective roles and ha\'e their morale boosted in spite of their lackluster performance,
It is clear from the above discussion that this attempt by Dor Bahadur Bista at diagnosing Nepal's ills has,
nevertheless, certain limitations on the empirical, theoretical and policy fronts This is not to say that it is
without its own strengths Its major strength is that it presents a new perspective of looking at the process of
development In Nepal, It shows ho\\ dominant cultural values influence social and economic stmcture and
could subvert sincere efforts at development. Howe\'er. its major strength also works to become its major
weakness, In his e\cessi\'e cOllcem for cultural \';l!ues, 13ista overlooks how regional and world economic
processes afTect the prospect of Nepal's de\elo)lllicilt. not to mention the role of class alliances to control the
state apparatus and thus delcl'Illllle Slate policics, To I\\Y I\lIl1d. the process of development in Nepal can be
satisfactorily e\plained only by takillg Into account four factors: i) The role of cultural values on the political
economy as a whole (as Bista docs here). ii) regional and world capitalist conditions (or center periphery
analysis as done by Mishra. Blakie. Seddon. ele. iii) intemal class structure, conflict and alliances (as done
by Mishra, Seddon.13lakie. elc . and i\) the role of the state as a relatively autonomous actor. To my mind,
such a comprehensive theon to e.\plalllthe d\llalnics of Nepalese society docs not e,\ist at present.
In spite of these linlilations. this book. \\hich represel\ts one of the most comprehensive analyses of
Nepalese society, is quite valuable for studel\ts. acadelilicians and de\'elopment practitioners alike. Let us hope
that the ideas put forth in this book bv 13lsta \\i1llnilialc a long due debate on the implications of certain cultural
values for development. If the arguillellt prO\ickd bv Bista \\illleadthillkillg Nepalese to critically appraise
their own culture. the book \\ill ha\e prO\ided ;111 Illvaluable senice,
Sudhindra Sharma
Kathmandu, Nepal
Sun, Jackson T.-S., Aspects of the phonology of Amdo Tibetan: Ndzorge sreme Xlfra dialect. [Monumenta
Serindica #16) Institute for the Study of Languages and Cultures of Asia and Africa, Tokyo Gaikokugo
Daigaku, 1986. viii + 267 pp.
Jaschke was the first to publish extensive information on Tibetan dialects, and he was followed by Francke,
Sandberg and others. All these early descriptions dealt with either the Lhasa koine or with dialects to the
south or west of Central Tibet. Following the mass-exodus of 1959, a large number of Tibetans from the
eastern and north-eastern parts of Tibet, including many eminent religious teachers, first came in direct con-
tact with the outside world. Thorough studies of their dialects have been few and far between: in 1958 Roe-
rich published his large monograph on the Reb-kong Amdo dialect. Since the pronunciation of Amdo dia-
lects is one of their most difficult aspects, it is regrettable that Roerich's account is rather sketchy and
lacking in systemization, e.g. his vowel I, a reflex of short i and u in Written Tibetan, is described as
being different than and yet perhaps the same as his vowel o. In 1980 there appeared Monumenta Serindica
#7, a list of 1000 words in the "Amdo Sherpa Dialect" (also from the Ndzorge area) collected by Y. Nagano.
Although a useful study, particularly for its comparisons with other Amdo dialects, it has an even shorter
treatment of the phonology. For these reasons the appearance of Mr. Sun's study, extensive in scale and
solely devoted to discussing the phonology of one dialect of Amdo Tibetan, is of special value.
Sun's sources were limited to a single emigre who had been living for 20 years in Taiwan when this materi-
al was gathered, but the informant was nonetheless using this dialect all along with a monolingual member
of his household, so I feel some confidence in the material's authenticity and yet on some doubtful points I
find it regrettable that comparisons could not be made with other speakers of the same dialect. This awaits
future studies.
It is rare to see an actual attempt at a family-tree of the Tibetan dialects; unfortunately the "tentative" classi-
fication, adapted from Nishida 1970, which Sun presents in his introduction, is quite controversial: it sug-
gests that the Western Tibetan dialects (Balti, Ladaki) are a branch of "Old Amdo Tibetan", with present-day
Amdo dialects (Arig, Labrang, Golog, Ngaba, Amchog, Ndzorge) being another branch of the same "Old
Amdo Tibetan". Of course the Amdo dialects and dialects such as Balti, Purik and Ladaki can all be grouped
together in the sense that they are all phonetically more conservative than the innovating dialects of Dbus
(Central Tibet): the dialects on Tibet's periphery lack tones and share a tendency to conserve some sort of
phonetic evidence for the frequent "pre-radical" prefixes and post-vocalic consonants seen in Written Tibetan,
but the details of phonological evolution have been quite different. The characteristic historical changes
which Amdo dialects have undergone, and which are discussed in some detail in chapter four of the study un-
der review, are not shared by Western Tibetan. To some degree the phonologies of Dbus and Amdo Tibetan
seem to share common features which would set them apart, as a "genetic" group, from the conservative
western dialects:
Classical Tibetan Balti(*Ladaki) Dbus Amdo
'cotton' ras ras nP n-
'bire!' bja !ya ja Sa?
'wool' bal baJ M' w:i
'livestock' p'jugs pJuk e'u) S'l1Y
'person' mi mIl Dljii 1 DJi (m-)nl1"
'spring' dpjid·k'a spit(·k'a) ; ei.~:1 Slll·/;'R'
'hawk' k'ra ki-a /a CS?
'silver' dT]ul AmuJ iJl]: YIJY
Although concerns with this broader issue raised at the book's beginning were the first thing which struck
this reviewer, it is the detailed and wide-ranging phonological analysis found in the remainder of the book
which is worthy of the most attention.
After his introduction, Sun gives us a synchronic phonological analysis, starting with the possible patterns
of syllabic structure [(c)V{C) 1, and then a list and description of the onsets (initials), nuclei (vowels), and
codae (finals), as well as the phonological constraints on segment structure and sequence. There is even a de-
tailed analysis of intonation patterns. It may appear odd to a Tibetanist, especially for this sort of dialect,
that Sun does not allow for the concept of prefixes; instead he describes a whole set of "pre-aspirated" ini-
tials, e.g./ht/ as in Ihtag/2 'mark: fhn; as in fhlillg/ 'eye: IhV as in Ihllli 'song', Ihjl as in Ih~lIl 'lynx',
fhwl as in Ihwa/ 'goiter'. It is notable that this preaspiration does not occur before spirants or voiced
stops; also one finds fhv but no Ihr/.4
There is another series of initials which Sun also chooses to view as unit phonemes, namely "pre-
nasalised" stops. Compared to his preaspirated initials, this series is typologically more justified, especially
in Sino-Tibetan languages; whether in a historical context the nasals in this series should be considered as
separate segments or as part of the stop initial is another matter, too complex to discuss here. Most notable
are the forms in this dialect that contain a nasal where it is lacking both in Lhasa and in Written Tibetan,
e.g. f'lkhal]wrel 'house', f'ltshrem·brel 'cold (a disease)'.
A number of the remaining initials deserve special comment:
This dialect has many spirant initials: If; s, sh, z, S, sh, i, ~;x, ~, X, XW, G, hiS, whereas Lhasa dialect
only has .s; .s; f, 1J. NdzT If! (a bilabial spirant) has developed from earlier sp, e.g. Ifusil 'amber' (spos·seJ)
and would appear functionally equivalent to *;hpl which is otherwise missing from the pattern. The situa-
tion with the next group (apical sibilants) is exemplified by the NdzT names for the letters ~ ;3:.9 q:y
which Sun provides in one of his several useful appendices: I siJ.r, SIC, m.r, k I ( i.e. sO?, SIC, sO?, k -
I modify the transcription here and below to avoid Sun's easily misinterpreted combination Ish I). In these
letter-names the initials have no prefix; with prefixes the pronunciation is modified:
s' ...•s: gsum 'three' = slim ( •.....•so 'tooth' = so )
s ~ z: gzig 'leopard' = Zl1Y ( •...•zam 'bridge' = s.rm)
s' ~ s: gSag 'cleave' = Say ( •...•sig 'louse' = SKY)
5 ...•z: g.iu 'bow' =.i11 (-.io 'yogart' = 50)
(The form before the gloss is Written Tibetan.)
Ixl as in Ixol 'dice' (So) appears to be a colloquial development in some words starting with s- in Written
Tibetan. It is aspirated. /XI, on the other hand, is not aspirated, and is pronounced much further back in the
throat, with a rasping sound. Sun lists only a few examples of words containing lXI, so it is hard to say
where this sound has come from. IXamrel 'tea-dreg', IXJlal]1 'get angry', 1Xa/ 'fibrous tissue in bones',
and IXijor/{but 1X0jori in the appendix) 'oar' are some of the few words I found; IXJIal]1 makes me think
of Kro 18fJs-, but in general I cannot relate this IXI to Written Tibetan, and I see no explanation from Sun
either. The initiallXwl is similar, but has rounding. It is clearly related to Wr.Tib. Cp-, where C is an
apical prefix: 1)(Na/ 'tinder' (dpaJ·ba), IXNel 'model' { o/'eX IXwon! 'official' (·dpon). Since Sun's initial
Iwl corresponds to Wr.Tib. p-, e.g./Wlirtha/ 'ashes (of bones)' (pur·taJ), Iwagwrel 'skin' (Jpagspa) [ ani
also corresponds to Wr.Tib. b-: Iwa/ 'wool' (baJ), IWlII 'son' (bu) 1, it would be tempting, if we admitted
the idea of consonant-clusters in initial position, to consider the /XI in IXw/as a reflex of the prefix before
the p in dp- . But Wr.Tib. b- can also have prefixes, and such words appear with a different initial in
Sun's transcription of NdzT: Ihw/, as in Ihwa/ 'goiter' (Iba·ba), fhwu/ 'snake' (sbruJ). This sound, in
contrast to IXw/, is voiced, higher, and less rasping. If the preaspiration Ihl in Ihwl were, logically
enough, also seen as a reflex of Wr.Tib. prefixes before the b-, then, since both p- and b- turned into W-,
why should'nt Ihwl and IXwl be the same? If we remember that, among other differences, Ihwl is voiced
but IXwl is voiceless, we could imagine that in the first stages of spirantisation to Iv, the combination Cp-
changed to xw- , and either the voiceless x influenced the following w « p ) to remain voiceless, or else
failed, at the critical time, to become voiced because the following w had itself not devoiced. On the other
hand, in a word such as Ihwrel 'felt-tent' (sbra), the w remained voiced and influenced the prefixed s to
also become (or remain?) voiced before it de-specified to a velar prefix.
I am uneasy about the status of Sun's voiced back continuants Ihw, ~, G- I. For the sake of argument as
well as ease of transcription I will rewrite them here as yw, it y. First, I' and y seem to be either allo-
phonic variants or even interchangeable: y is higher and less rasping than y. It is found as a reflex of
Wr.Tib. g between vowels: Juyu 'Iamb' (Jug·u); the genitive suffix -XlJ is -YlJ after a vowel. On page
86 Sun has jlJye for 'book, letter' Vig·e), but on page 216 he has jlJye, hardly a misprint since his own
transcription is so different for the two. In general this rasping I' is indeed also a reflex of Wr.Tib. velar
stops: raYIl! 'branch' (ralga), saYIlIJ 'restaurant' (za·k'aJj), yWliylJ 'pipe' (sbug·u), hla-YOIl-oi Wll'p 'dis-
mount a horse' (da-gOll-oas bab ), but also it seems to have an affinity to yw- and to imply an earlier w
after it: yu 'center' (dbus), TI1IJYIlIJ 'freedom' (T8IJ·dbaJ;), I'll' 'fox' (wa). 6 As Sun points out (p.149),
the modern reflex of Wr.Tib. "a-chung" (as in (o·ma 'milk') is a back voiced spirant (i.e. I' or K) in other
Amdo dialects. This NdzT I' we are dealing with here may also follow that pattern: rlJroo 'sling' «(ur·roo),
YlffhCi-WR' 'noisy', probably related to at least the first syllable in (ur·sxra. As for the difference between
1'- and yW-, all the distinctive-feature differences that Sun lists could be attributed to the presence of the w
in YW-. In summary, these sounds sometimes seem to be mere allophonic variants of velar stops, some-
times variants of each other. I doubt the need to set up all three as phonemes. Of course it may be difficult
to appreciate these arguments if one insists on interpreting every pre-vocalic element in a syllable as part of
a single phoneme.
Last on the above list of spirants is /hi, often a reflex of earlier p'-, e.g. Ihremrel 'parents' (p'a·ma), /hogl
'salary' (p'ogs). A similar change is found in the history of many Mongolian dialects.
Among the liquids and glides we should note the difference between Sun's Ihl! and Ilh/: the former is equiv-
alent and rather similar in sound to yJ- in other Amdo dialects, whereas the latter is somewhat like the Lha-
sa dialect pronunciation of "Lhasa" (fha·sa = xla·sa), but Sun stresses that this sound is an aspirated lateral,
not the spirant I which is found e.g. in the Lhasa dialect, Standard Burmese, and Welsh « Catford 1977).
It is strange that such a IthI sound as Sun describes for NdzT is not even described in Zhang Jichuiin's de-
tailed article on the subject( 1990).
A glide-sound unusual to Lhasa speakers is Ihjl, found in words such as ;hjrerkhrel 'summer'(d~ar·ka),
Ihj~1 'turquoise' (J;ju).
Before discussing Sun's treatment of vowels and vowel-harmony, I'd like to finish up the consonants with
some remarks about his finals I-T) -g -n -d -m -b -r I. By following certain arguments, he has arrived at
what I feel is an awkward phonemicisation. Sun points out himself (p.35) that in no environment do the fi-
nals I -g -d -b lever actually appear as voiced stops, as would be implied by his use of the symbols -b -d
-g. 7 I think the problem starts out with the assumption that we must treat these three finals as a unit: that
would only be the case if we were dealing with the earlier forms in Written Tibetan and similar ancient dia-
lects; in this particular modern Amdo dialect the earlier -k has taken the fateful step of undergoing spiranti-
sation. This change of a final stop into a final fricative is not that unusual, occurring for example in Balti
Tibetan, southern German, and Tiberian Hebrew. Once the velar final of NdzT became the fricative x, it
henceforth belonged also to the set of continuant finals, numbering five (-I' -IJ -0 -m -r), and no longer to
the set of stop finals, which number two (-I -p). It was natural then for -x to become voiced to - I' since
all the other continuant finals are voiced. It would be interesting to hear some other speakers of NdzT and re-
lated dialects and see how widespread the finals -I' and -x are; in Roerich's study we mostly see -r,
whereas Hermanns has -x, the Sun!Wang study has -q and -k, Hu has -k and -x, Rindzin Wangmo and
Hu<i Kiln have -k.
The vowel-system in Ndz. Tib. seems quite unlike that of Lhasa:
ill U!U Y u~
e 0 e 0
€!e :J1i5 [~I 0€
Ndzorge: 11lasa: itre/a alii
One of the most obvious features of most Amdo dialects is the change of short i and u into a mid to high
central vowel; depending on the height I would transcribe it as iJ or H , but Sun uses lJ to emphasize the
back feature of the vowel in NdzT. This means that the syllables corresponding to Wr.Tib . .kJi'dog' and
ell 'water' are both Itshll'1 in NdzT. [That is not to say, Sun reminds us, that there is any confusion:
'dog' is actually Itshll'~/.1 In view of this obvious historical connection between a short vowel and a pair
of historically long vowels, it would not be unreasonable to look for analogous linkages among the other
vowels. Sun has not done this, but in looking at the behavior of vowels in NdzT I am reminded of simi-
larities in the phonology of Central Tibetan dialects. Let us compare the vowel-harmony of this dialect{dis-
cussed extensively in Sun's third chapter} with Lhasa Tibetan:
When we speak of vowel-harmony in Lhasa Tibetan, or indeed in Mongolian, we are speaking of an assimi-
lative process: In Lhasa, sogpu 'paper' is pronounced sug·u, bde,s-rjid 'happiness' is pronounced
'di-J::;P: the relatively lower vowels 0 and e are "dragged up" to be the same height as the u and i.This
assimilation also happens in the opposite direction, with a vowel being pulled down, e.g . .kup 'buttocks' +
J::;"a.k'support' ..•Kop·ijal 'chair', but not as often. Sun points out that in this Amdo dialect, by contrast,
the interaction of two vowels mainly involves height dissimllation _{A similar phenomenon has been re-
corded in many modem Greek dialects.} The principal effect can be seen by grouping Sun's vowels thus:
Vowels in the top row he calls dominant, those in the middle row are recessive, and
those in the bottom row are neutral. In a disyllabic word a recessive vowel is not al-
lowed in the first syllable if there is a dominant vowel in the second syllable. Instead, the
recessive vowel that we find in the "unharmonised" form{often equivalent to Wr.Tib.}gets
pushed down as it were, converted into the corresponding neutral vowel.
Thus Itom! 'black bear' and Itommol 'female black bear' share the same stem-vowel, but in Itomtsl}ll'g/
'cub of black bear' the dominant vowel lJ in the second syllable causes the actual pronunciation to be
[t::>mt'll'\'I. Besides the top row of vowels, dominance in the second syllable can also be caused by I-ag -og
-aI) -or)!. What do these segments and the top row of vowels have in common? They all share the feature of
[+highl.8 This would indeed argue for a dissimilative effect on the middle row of vowels, but perhaps an-
other mechanism is involved: Another "vowel-harmony" which recessively acts upon a vowel in the first
syllable can be seen in words such as Irremrel 'goat': when -Ie is added for the dative, we get Irama/. By
Sun's analysis, the change in the first syllable { Ie ..•a} is analogous to the height dissimilation process
shown above, but only affecting lre/. He proposes no motivation for the change. Even for the changes due
to high-row vowels in the second syllable, simply invoking height dissimilation is a bit cumbersome: the
vowel-chart above is not very realistic in that Ie is not really at all the same height as e and 0, actually Ie
is even lower than e and.J, so we really can't say that Ie participates in a height-dissimilation process.
Historically speaking, there is a fundamental difference among the vowels which Sun's symbols do not
show: lengt/J _ The fact that differences in vowel length are not found in present-day NdzT does not mean
that an underlying representation based on length would not have important advantages for analysis. Sun's e
and J are, in his underlying transcription, never found in the final syllable of a word except where it can be
easily argued that they derive from a vowel-fusion process, e.g. IgJI 'antelope' < goo < rgo-ba, Idzel
'flea' < '.fl"a < /ji-ba . Since e and:J are the result of vowel-fusion, they are also never found in closed syl-
lables, except by result of the above vowel-harmony rules. *1-Jg/, for example, would be impossible since
it would imply an earlier *-0aK; two vowels in one syllable. Only the "short" vowels {lJ e 0 Ie} can occur
before a final consonant; Sun's vowel a cannot be in the short group: when it occurs before a final, i.e.
I-ag -aI)/, there is no contrast with any I-reg -reI] I; the subphonemic change probably arose due to the in-
fluence of the [+highl final consonant, thus a part of the general pattern shown above. Classified by historic
length, we have short vowels: lJ e 0 ~ and long vowels: iu e :J a. In the latter group we may distinguish
i u from e:J a .The first pair obtained their length as a result of segment loss in various kinds of closed
syllables, e.g. -es ..• -I; -01 ..• -Ii, but the group e J a obtained their length as a result of vowel fusion, or
else in surface forms as a result of vowel harmony. I propose retranscribing Sun's vowels lJe 0 Ie i u e J a
as H e 0 a 1- Ii e0a- {H is to symbolise the neutral, bipolar origin of the short, high vowel instead of
Sun's more narrow transcription lJ which is more associated with back vowels}. In syllable-final vowels de-
rivable from vowel-fusion, it might be desirable, in the context of comparative dialectology, to transcribe -e
-0 -8 as -ea -08 -88 for such words as tea = I ht€l 'navel' < Ile·wa, 'loa = Jhbl 'lungs' < r1o'wa, .k'aa
= Ikhal 'snow' < .ka·wa. Such digraphy for a single vowel would also be useful other vowel-harmony
situations which Sun terms "vowel-inflection". Consider the chart below (Amdo material is adapted from
Sun p. 127-128):
Classical Tibetan Amdo • source Dbus
'horse (abs.)' rta ta ola ta
'horse (gen.)' rta-j '1j ole: < ola-i Iii·
'horse (erg.)' rtas 'Ii ole: < ola.j liP
'horse (dat.)' rta-Ia to ota-a ta-a
'look (pres.)' Ita ta ola la·
'look (fut.)' olta "0 ota-a la·
'look (pf.)' O/tas '1I- ole: < ola.j liP
'look (imp.)' Itos 'tzi ole: < olo.j I(YJ
Each vowel which we could transcribe as long (v) has as its source a fusion of two segments. Similarly,
the dative/future ending -11, when added to short e and 0, also produces the same change to e and 0. e.g.
ce -8 - ce( &11) 'to the tongue', go -8 - go(goa) 'to the door'. This seems to involve a "dragging", low-
ering effect of the -8 on the preceding vowel; compared to "height dissimilation" the motivating factors are
completely different, yet the results on these vowels are the same. Perhaps the common factor is a lengthen-
ing effect. For words that end in consonants or in j tie00, there is a slightly different dative suffix: -e.
In future forms, this same group takes the same ending -8 found in verbs ending in short vowels. Sun
gives a number of examples (p. 92-98), without any explanation for the variance. I too am baffled.
For readers with a background in Tibetan, Sun's fourth chapter, on diachronic phonology, may be the most
interesting. It details the relationship between Written Tibetan and this Amdo dialect. We can group the
most notable features of NdzT phonology into innovations and conservations.
Innovations :
I. The palatalisation of stops + r: .kr - C, .ki-- c', gr - j Ij roughly as in English 'judge' jaj). Thus
rero 'go' - njo 1= Sun's Indzo/), s.krag 'fear' - carl = Itsag/). The process was probably similar to
Burmese: I.T - /(j - ij= c. This change takes place less consistently with labial stops, e.g. (br - n:f, but
also (br - n(!, the latter change being common in Central Tibetan dialects. In this dialect we are dealing
with possible mergers of 5 different series into this single palatal series: jl bj - -gj --gr Ibr from Written
Tibetan mayall, in certain words(especially words with a prefix before the stop in Wr.Tib.), end up as j.
Lhasa Tibetan preserves a 3-way distinction here, as shown by the dashes. In Tsang j merges with gjl b/.
These reflexes also occur in other labial and velar stops: sprin 'cloud' - slIn.
2. The Wr.Tib. initials dp/' pJ, ij are in many words further assibilated to S, thus !?ja 'bird' - SIl?,
pJogs 'direction' - sOl'.This sound S then merges with S < Wr.Tib. Z, zw, gs, bi.
3. Wr.Tib. sp(rlj) has become J; as in dmig·spu 'eyelash' - Ju1z,y.fll.
4. The "exposed", unprefixed voiced stops, affricatives and sibilants of Written Tibetan have become de-
voiced and, since there are no tonal distinctions in this dialect, this part of the voiced series merges com-
pletely with the series of unprefixed voiceless initials: Wr.Tib. don 'intent, concern' - lon, zos and
gsol both - sti.
5. Fronting and raising of the low-central vowel 8 to Il?: Ixrel 'meat' < sa. The report by SunlWang on
the Aba region shows perhaps an even more radical change:
I10me tt-~ 'milk' - Wr.Tib (0·m8 (r = achung).
ITe Jim 'fox' - Wr.Tib fni ( gwa ..•YJnJ..• Jni, Yfni ..•ya ..•ye- Ife ?)
[ The sound IT is quite similar to y except articulated a bit further back in the mouth.]
6. -ir;I- ef} > -af}, e.g. rif} 'long' > niIh t'ef}S 'time' > t'tiJ;, zir; 'field' > SIiI]. The reflexes of Wr.Tib.
-llIJ I-Of} also have merged into Of} (the short vowel 0 was the only option); -ey is merged with -ay, but
-Ny is preserved.
Conservations:
Other features of this and other Amdo dialects are not innovations but rather reflect the conservative nature
of these dialects:
The stops and nasals look typical for a conservative Tibetan dialect: there are voiced stops (not found in
Lhasa dialect) as well as pre-nasalised stops such as nca 'lake'.
Oral pre-radicals are preserved as a component of Sun's so-called preaspirated stops, e.g. Ihtagl rtags
'mark', ;ht~b'n/ sprin 'cloud', ;hIJu/ dqul 'silver'. It is an imbalance in Sun's analysis that the pre-radicals
before voiceless stops, affricatives, and nasals are still reflected in this dialect, whereas before voiced stops
and fricatives there is no trace of them. Since the remnant of preaspiration has no contrasts in terms of ar-
ticulatory position, it can be represented by a vague space-holder, e.g. ta horse < rta. j;1i 'silver' < dquJ.
This same mark can then be used in words with voiced initials to show that they retain their voicing in
NdzT (as opposed to unprotected voiced initials that devoice, e.g. za·mo 'lama's hat' ..• sa'mo ): ZN
'four' < bZJ~ got 'vulture' < rgot. In the same words, the same marker can be used in the Lhasa dialect
forms, to indicate not voicing but lack of aspiration, i.e. in Lhasa dialect go is aspirated but go is not.
Similarly, in Lhasa Tibetan la 'mountain pass' f 7a 'wages' because the former has a low tone and the
latter has a high tone; this difference also be signaled by the segment '. Amdo dialects maintain the distinc-
tion by still pronouncing the prefix: 'mountain pass' = la, 'wages' = yla.
Here and there in this chapter on historical phonology Sun gives the reader valuable comparisons between
colloquial and literary differences in phoneme-distribution and morphemes, e.g. jlir-o 'king' < rgjaJpo
but jM·5a 'capital' < rgjal-sa.
Now I would like to enlarge on this desirability of analysing Amdo dialects not just as closed systems, but
rather within the broader context of general Tibetan dialectology:
In what might be called a hyperanalytical analysis of Amdo phonology, Sun, for example, posits both lre/
and /a! as apparently independent, equal-status vowels: two out of the nine possible. Yet in his list of
"Cores" (p.192-194) there is among the possible patterns of vowel + final consonant (8 possibilities includ-
ing literary -I ) not a single example of a contrast between two different lower vowels; the only contrast is
when the vowels themselves are final, as in /htre/ 'horse' ( Ita) vs_/hna/ 'ear' ( ma·wa ). That is the only
environment in which a contrast between these two vowels appears; some little vowel is making a rather
poor showing, and it's not the only one: none of the 8 finals can be combined with more than 4 different
vowels, and yet this phonology posits 9 different vowels. Perhaps they are not so different after all. So that
is why I proposed the above retranscription of If eo lC i u e J a into N eo a J- Ii e0 Ii, with short and
long vowels contrasting not only in height, roundedness etc. but also clearly contrasting in where they may
occur in a syllable. In a certain sense there are really only 5 vowels, or maybe we could even say 41- vow-
els, since short i and u have merged together in N _ The regular pattern in which the long vowels of NdzT
arise can be seen thru the following examples:
kif 'boil' < [< 1'0 < ) < 1''01,cii 'hot' < co·wa, 'eI 'middle' < dkjil, )T 'right' < )05, SF' (small)
bird' < ijell, nc"'e(or nc"'ea) 'fang' <mc'e·wa. kli 'vulture' <go-wo,jo(joa) 'handle' <ju·wa, fli'in-
cense' < 5pos. These vowel-fusions occurring in NdzT are often paralleled exactly in Lhasa Tibetan: if we
use the short vs. long vowel approach, then we can conveniently apply Occam's Razor and consider, e_g_
NdzT /bl 'hide' and Lhasa [k55) to both be 1'08 « Wr.Tib. ko·ba) , then there is only one modern devel-
opment to keep in mind, not two. In the case of words like Wr.Tib. Iji'fni 'flea' or ju·wa 'handle', the
vowels obtained after fusion are a bit different in Lhasa and NdzT, but the correspondence is regular in that
the NdzT fusions have a vowel which is consistently lower than the Lhasa vowels.
The widespread occurrence of i Ii Ii, compared to the other long vowels, suggests that a practical, everyday
transcription for NdzT might do well to use simply i and U, since they dont contrast anyway; as for Ii, its
occurrence seems mostly predictable: the result of the disyllabic-type of vowel harmony, and fusions; -a is
also found in many common words such as aH·ma'day', 'gOIJ·wa 'egg', ham 'boot', city-a 'shape'.
There seems to be the common element of a grave consonant directly before the a; this can even be argued
for ser·a 'hail' « ser·u·~i) or citr·a 'cheese' « Cllr·w.i). Yet some of these same combinations have -a,
not -Ii, (e.g.ra·ma 'goat' ) so for the time being it is better to write a, at least in these cases, until,
inSlilllilJ, we can solve the puzzling origin of such endings in -Ii.
The allophonic change of -By I -BIJ to -ay I -1ifJ reminds one of a similar sub-phonemic variation in Lha-
sa Tibetan: 10 'year' is [lgl, but 101(or 10k) 'side' is [l~:Jl. Altho I use here the transcription of Chang
&Shefts in order to express a phonetic detail, I believe this kind of variation would be more economically
signaled by a rule.9 Likewise, we could convey the same information but be more historically, compara-
tively oriented if we retranscribed the contrast between Ishol 'tooth' < so and Iserl 'gold' < gser as so
vs. 'ser. A plain, exposed s gets assigned aspiration by rule, paralleling X, and the marker before the s
in 'ser signals no aspiration and also generally corresponds to a preaspiration in those Amdo dialects that
have preserved preaspiration before sibilants.
Sun winds up his discussion of historical changes with a presentation of what he calls the "double reflex"
phenomenon. For example on p.140 he gives us three words: fhtrel 'horse' < J1a, Ihtsag! 'rod,whip' <
Icag. Ihtrerhtsagl 'horsewhip' < J1a·leag. Noting that the compound word has both Irl and fh/, 10 he sig-
nals this as a unique innovation that he has discovered in NdzT. However, we can contrast the aspiration
found after r in Ihtrerhtsag! with the absence of aspiration after r in a word such as IhnargaIJl 'bridge of
nose' < sna·sgBIJ. The r prefix is automatically aspirated when it occurs before a voiceless stop, affricate,
or nasal, and also devoiced before the first two groups. So we could write the three words as ta, cal'. and
'ta·rr!ay (- 'ta·reay). Whether we could write 'ta as J1~ cay as real' is a more complex matter. Another
example of Sun's "double reflex" occurs with nasals, e.g. fltshol 'lake' < mca but Idzremlltshol 'sea' <
rgja·mca. Here again Sun finds two segments 1m I and I III representing the single m in mc'o. I would
write it as :Ja·mc'o and mention that, by rule, in this dialect a nasal-prefix, when in medial position such
as in :Ja·mc'4 has a homo-organic glide matching the following segment. It is puzzling from Sun's tran-
scription whether or not this nasal glide has much syllabic weight: in Idzremlltshol are we dealing with 2
syllables, or perhaps 2 t? In either case it is a sub-phonemic detail.
Sun's chapter 5 sums up his analysis and discusses some theoretical implications. He returns to the matter
of "double reflexes", and attempts to show the necessity of double transcription: given fh magi 'army' <
dmag. Ihkaqhmagl 'infantry' < rkBIJ·dmag. Idzrerhmag! 'Chinese army'< rgja·dmag. and Inlhmagl 'guer-
rillas' < n··dmag, one can see that the r prefix in dmag is only pronounced when it immediately fol-
lows a vowel, as in Idzrerhmag/, but this "rule" does not apply to Ir1ihmagl. Therefore it would seem
necessary for a lexical entry to list both may and nnay, along with rules for their occurrence. Unfortu-
nately this was the only example I could see where this was necessary, and there is apparently a clear dis-
tinction in lexical status between the two words Ja·nnay and rHomay: the former is what Sun calls a
"fossilized compound" which must be listed in the lexicon, the latter is a neologism whose structure and
meaning would be transparent to a speaker of NdzT, thus one of a large group of words whose inclusion in
the lexicon is optional in languages such as Tibetan and Chinese. Lexical status can be a factor in phono-
logical analysis: just because a number of well-educated English speakers pronounce a final [-x 1 in Bach,
does that make x an English phoneme? I am also reminded of the mess that can be made of Russian pho-
nology by giving a few unadapted neologisms, especially those of foreign origin, equal weight to the mass
of native words. The situation in NdzT may not be comparable since the problem is with neologisms; with
such few data as Sun gives, I am interested but not convinced of his solution.
After concluding his main text with some interesting remarks on tonology, Sun greatly increased the value
of his monograph by adding several appendices. The third one is a detailed list of correspondences between
Wr.Tib. and NdzT; the section on vowel codas is missing his /€/, which would have -e·ba and -i-ba as the
Wr.Tib. matches. The last appendix is especially appreciated: an English-NdzT word list (1,189 entries) ar-
ranged by topic. I wish it had been alphabetical: one wastes time looking for words---would a word be under
"Culture" or under "Human Affairs", or maybe "Miscellaneous"? A more readily noticed but easily corrected
situation is the table of contents, which appears to be missing a page or so in the middle.
In conclusion I would like to reiterate the regrets of a more traditional Tibetanist that a study such as this
was not based on a broader comparison with other Tibetan dialects, especially other Amdo dialects. Sun's
phonological analysis seems to emphasize, or even create, differences, not seek out common points and gen-
eral principles. It is simpler to say:
"Lhasa, NdzT, Y, Z dialects = 'mak(or 'may) but dialect X = rmak
(therefore, providing that in dialect X rmak * ymak, it is reasonable to posit ancestral *rmak)"
than to say:
"lhasa dialect = mal 'i, dialect X = rmak, dialect Y = nmal, dialect Z = yma, NdzT = hmag
(therefore .. .)".
If one can unite many data under a powerful generalisation (e.g. that many dialects have 'mal;, altho one
may reflect the "prefix" by a pitch difference, another may instead have a glottal stop, another may have a
velar fricative), it is then easier to focus on what is really different, e.g. having two contrasting oral prefix-
es. Much of the book bristles with distinctive-feature equations, the information in which could often be
presented in another way that would be clearer to many readers. Maybe it was really intended more for the
general linguist than for the Tibetanist, and that is why I have objected to some of his methods. It is also
easy, after the fact, to rely on someone else's data and find fault with it. Despite all the criticisms I have
brought up, I feel priviledged and fortunate to have spent time examining Sun's book; it is loaded with both
data and ideas: I have only touched upon some highlights. I heartily recommend this volume as one of the
most important contributions to Tibetan linguistics in recent decades.
Jakob Dempsey, University of Washington
I) cf. the Dun-huang (F.W.Thomas p. 18) form mu for WrTib mi.
2) Forms within slanted lines are Sun's transcriptions. Written Tibetan and this reviewer's transcriptions are
both in italics.
3) Thus Wr. Tib. gser 'gold' is Iserl in this dialect, but, according to Roerich, in Rebkong Amdo and in
Golok it is rser. In reference to the discussion of sibilants later in this review, I would, in a more historico-
comparative transcription, write Sun's Iserl as ser, with the mark before the s being a remnant of the
previous rig prefix. This remnant would leave the s in ser "protected" and explain why its s did not
acquire the aspiration found in words such as ser·a 'hail' (= Sun's Ishera/).
4) Sun emphasizes that these sounds must be viewed as unit phonemes, and in defense he cites reports of
similar phenomena in other languages. I must disagree: languages cited by Ladefoged and in turn by Sun
such as Icelandic and Outer Hebrides Gaelic exhibit preaspirated stops only post-vocalically, never in initial
position. Their preaspiration is only the inadvertent result of a vowel preceding an aspirated, voiceless stop
and losing its voicing as it approaches the stop. This effect is perhaps even clearer in Mongolian dialects
such as Khalkha. Sun points out that in NdzT (Ndzorge Amdo Tibetan) preaspiration assimilates its voiced!
voiceless feature to the following consonant, so that a word such as IhIJu/ d1juJ 'silver' is actually pro-
nounced with a voiced preaspiration; in these other languages (Icelandic etc.) preaspiration is never found be-
fore voiced consonants. Finally, whether a sequence of sounds constitutes one, two, or ten phonemes de-
pends entirely upon one's analytical objectives: for a given language there is no "true" analysis waiting for
us to discover it. We wiII further consider Sun's views on this matter later.
5) Sun apparently forgot to include /hi in the discussion (pp. 26-29).
6] The word for 'fox' was something like ywa in proto-Tibetan, cr. Chinese hti < yo, and the initial
simply dropped off in Written Tibetan. Roerich has ya for 'fox' in Rebkong Amdo.
7] Sun appears to contradict himself on page 71, saying that g in the word lfigenl 'monkey' does not
undergo spirantisation to y. Does that mean it remains as [g]?
8] It would simplify matters to just define the second dominant group as I-g -rJ/, i.e. velar finals, since oth-
er possible combinations either do not occur, e.g. *1-eg -rerJ/, are impossible, e.g. *1-:Jg/, or are already
dominant, e.g. l-irJ! .
9] The other reasons for positing a separate J vowel in Lhasa Tibetan are equally insubstantial. E.g. there
is no contrast between -or and -JT,nor between -op and -Jp, _01and -J~ etc.
10] Despite Sun's insistence on the unit-phoneme status of segments such as fhts/, he seems at this point
to give equal status in Ihtrerhtsagl to Irl and to Ih/, as if Ihl were indeed a distinct phoneme.
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Pre-Chinese Invasion Political Relations Between Tihet's Monastic State and Changtang (Ryang
thang) Nomads: A Response to Goldstein. Rcjoindcr by Thomas Cox
It was with grcat intcrcst that I rcad Melvyn Goldstcin's rcjoinder to my (1987) l/imalayan Research
Bulletin article "Tibctan Nomads Bcforc Thc Chincse Invasion." Through the avalanche of insults, Goldstein
(1988: 15-1 () rcfcrs to mc as "naivc," claims that I lack an "undcrstanding ofTibctan history, gcography and
cthnology," and furthcrmorc am "ignorant" of thc litcraturc on Tibct" Goldstcin clcarly demonstrates that
my original articlc (which qucstioncd Goldstcin's usc oflhc tcrm scrf) ncedcd to bc wrillcn. Indced, Goldstein
(1988: 16) hi msclf admits that "there is considcrablc controvcrsy ovcr thc appropriatcncss of the term serf."
If there is so much controvcrsy ovcr thc appropriatcncss of thc word scrf. as a tcrm to describe pre-Chinese
invasion nomads in Tibct. then onc wondcrs whal Goldstcin \\as doing using it in thc first place. The fact that
Tibctans (in thc facc of considcrablc Chincsc propaganda to thc contrary) arc trying to communicate to the
world the fact that the nomadic inhabitants of thcir country did havc considcrablc frccdom and autonomy,
bcforc thc Chiucsc invadcd, makcs Goldstcin's irrcsponsiblc usc of thc term scrf particularly reprehcnsible.
Goldstcin (1988: I() gocs on to say thatjnst bccausc hc refers 10 some nomadic populations as serfs, he
docs not mcan "that Tibetan nomads had no personal freedom." II'the nomadic populations to which Goldstein
rcfcrs had so much frcedom, thcn they qnite clearly conld not hm'c becn serfs. For Goldstein's bcnefit I will
rcpcat thc dcfinition of serf that was used in my original article
A scrf is an agricultural laborer \Iho is bonndlo the land to such an cXI~nt that he may
be transferred with the land 10 another owner (Seymour Smith 1986: 255)
In his rejoinder to my article. Goldstein (19S8: 15) also critici/es my usc of data from an "untrained"
investigator like Ehall. This is intellectual hypocrisy of the worst kind, for only thrce paragraphs later
Goldstcin cites a passagc wrillen by S\'en Hedin (a Norwcgian cxplorcr) to support his argument that Phala
Shang nomads wcre serfs before the Chinesc invasion. What makes Goldstein's hypocrisy particularly
outrageous is that Sven Hedin. besides being "untrained" himself. did not spcnd ncarly the amount of timc
in Tibet. achievc nearly the same levcl of intcgrat ion into Tibetan socicty, or acquire the samc cxpertisc in the
Tibctan language, as Robcrt Ekvall.
Thc most scrious problcm with Goldstcin's assertion (that sonIc nomads on thc Changtang werc scrfs)
howcvcr, bccomcs apparent upon cxamination ofD;l\\a Norbu's 1087 book, Ned.\'{or (h'er 'l'ihet. Dawa Norbu
is a nativc Tibetan who. bcforc the Chinese invaded. h;ld e\tensi\e first-hand expericnce with Changtang
nomads, both because he grew up in an area through which these nomads rcgularly roamed, and also bccause
his own fathcr, and matcrnal grandf:lthcr. \Ierc hircdto collect donations. from Changtang nomads, by thc
Sakya monastcry and gm'crJlor of\\esterll Tibcl (\\ ho \\;IS the central Tibetan gO\'crJlment' s highest authority
in thc arca) (Norbn 10X7: 27-28) I
Dawa Norbu's dcscription of the poillical systcm of pre-Chi nese ill\asion Changtang Tibctan nomads is
strikingly diffcrcnt from Goldstein's. As Norbu (1987) describes it. Changtang nomads maintained a high
degrec of indcpendcnce and autonomy in their relations with Tibet's monastic officials. Indccd, thc central
Tibctan govcrnmcnt appointed a local administrator from among the nomads themsel\'es (Norbu 1987: 27)
The fact that this administrator \\orkcd independentl~'. did not hale to answer to any other locally prcscnt state
officials, and was a mcmber of the nomad comnllinill. enabled him!o be fle.\ible in the implemcntation of his
administrative duties. in such a \\a~ as to protect the autonolny of the nomadic comnHmity Indecd, thc
govcrnment-appointed nomad administrator was little more than a figurehead The rcal authority among
Changtang nomads was the dpOll, a leader elected by members of SCleral small groups of nomads inhabiting
a specific tcrritory known as a gor po (Norbu 10X7 27)
Once evcry year or t\\O the Sak~a Monastery would send a mission, consisting of the chief contractor, a
tantric practitioner and three servants. (0 collect donations for both the nlOllastery and govemor of western
Tibct. from thc Changtang's difICrent nonwdic groups (Norbu 1987: 2-l). Thcse donations consisted of yak,
sheep and butter. The resources to bc givcll hO\lc\er. \\ere I\e\er just arbitrarily imposed 01\ nomads by
monastic officials. Rather. the alllOUl\tto bc douatcd \\,IS Icrt up to the nomads themsch-cs (Norbu I'JX7: 14)
Norbu's (19X7: 3·~) data also shO\I s th,lt thc dOI\,ltiol\s gi\en by Chal\gtang nom,lds rarely e:\ceeded I 'Y.,
of their total livestock resources. Thc f,lct thaI dOl\ation collcclil\g missions. sent by the Sakya Monastel)',
would also give substantial amoul\ts ofb;lIlcl ami II oollen clothes to Chal\glal\g I\omads (NOIbu 1987: 14) is
further evidence of the autonolll~. imlcpcmlcl\ce ,lIld reciprocity II hich characterized rel;ltiol\s between
Changtang nomads and the Tibetal\ 111011,151ICSt,ltC bcrore lhc Chil\cse ill\asion.
Since Goldstein has made "scholarly" qualificaliol\s such al\ issue. il should also be pointed outthal
Dawa Norbu isa highly trained scholar. havil\g recei\cd a Ph.D from the Ul\iversity of California at Berkeley.
